ABSTRACT Process mining techniques can build process models according to event logs generated by enterprise information systems. However, some event logs cannot be correctly replayed by the model, which needs to be repaired. When new activities are found in event logs, the existing models repair methods cannot accurately find the positions where to add them. By considering relations between new and original activities, this paper proposes an approach to repair logical Petri net-based models. We first define two new kinds of relations between new and original activities called logical concurrent and casual relations, respectively. Then, a ladder matrix is constructed, and the differences between an original process model and event logs can be obtained. Next, a deviation matrix is used to record these differences. New activities are added to construct a concurrent relation with original activities, or inserted behind the original activities to construct a casual relation. Through performing experiments on diagnosis data in a hospital, the correctness and effectiveness of the repaired model has higher fitness and precision than those by the previous approaches.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, with the development of big data technology, business process management methods have received further improvement. Enterprise information systems have become an important tool to support business processes. Meanwhile, the growth of real-time data from such systems makes it possible to analyze and apply the extracted valuable information. Process mining refers to the method of extracting process knowledge from event logs that are ubiquitous in modern information systems [1] . There are mainly three types of process mining techniques: process discovery [2] - [4] , conformance checking [5] and process enhancement [6] , [7] . Process discovery is one of the most challenging process mining methods. It can automatically build a process model based on a given event log. The aim of conformance checking is to compare a known process model with the event logs produced by the information system and check whether the actual situation recorded in the logs matches the model. The process enhancement uses event logs to extend or improve the existing process models. Through the aforementioned process mining techniques, bottleneck analysis and delay prediction can be performed.
The quality of the process model is measured primarily by four metrics: fitness, precision, simplicity, and generalization. Fitness is the most important indicator for evaluating the process model. It indicates whether the process model can replay activities in event logs. Precision indicates that the obtained model should not allow activities that are completely unrelated to those in event logs. Simplicity requires that a model with fewer nodes and structures can replay the activities in event logs. Generalization means that the model can not only replay the behaviors as seen in event logs but also allows new behaviors to occur in the future.
Enterprise organizations generally mine the corresponding process models based on their business processes. At present, there are many process mining algorithms. Aalst et al. [8] propose a process mining algorithm based on an α algorithm by considering the order relations of activities from complete event logs. Since α algorithm cannot effectively mine models including invisible transitions, repeated activities, and specific structures, various extensions of the α algorithm have been proposed [9] , [10] . α# algorithm is proposed in [9] to mine invisible transitions. In [10] , a process mining method is proposed to determine a non-free choice structure. When an existing process model cannot reproduce the corresponding activities, a new process model can be obtained by process discovery techniques. However, the new model is usually different with the original model, and the fitness or robustness of the model cannot be guaranteed. A better approach is to repair an existing model rather than building a new one, which can not only save time, but also reduce errors [11] . Therefore many process model repair approaches have been proposed. Abnormal activities in event logs and a process model are used as input. If the model can replay all event logs, there is no need to repair the model. If a part of the model cannot replay some activities in logs, it needs to be repaired. Unlike process discovery techniques, model repair techniques preserve the part of the process model that can replay event logs. Before repairing a model, the consistence of the model and event logs needs to be checked and then the deviations can be found. Some techniques based on conformance checking can detect when and where a process is changed [12] . The most common conformance checking methods include token replay, alignment and footprint comparison [13] .
The existing model repair methods aim to repair a model based on the deviations between the model and the event logs [14] - [17] . For example, the Fahland's method [14] detects the deviations between the event log and the model through alignments. It collects some sub-logs of unfitting sub-traces and mines sub-processes by an inductive algorithm. Finally, sub-processes are added to the correct locations in the original model. The Goldratt's method [15] adds a single activity to the original model in a form of self-loops according to different constraints. Existing model repair methods ensure that the repaired model is as similar as possible to the original model [14] - [17] . However, some of them repair models by adding sub-processes or a single activity to models as self-loops. They only focus on fitness, and other quality indicators such as precision, simplicity and generalization are not considered. Besides, some existing methods can only repair models containing a particular structure. For example, the model repair method proposed in [16] can repair models with choice structures. It adopts extended alignments to find a new deviation which are called choice branches deviations. The model repair method proposed in [17] repairs a model by collecting precursor sets and successor sets of activities. It can correctly find casual relations and concurrent relations among original activities. However, when a new activity needs to be added as a branch of a concurrent structure, or inserted into a specific position, the repaired model obtained by existing methods usually has low precision. Especially when there are some relations between new activities and original activities in event logs, these relations cannot be represented by classical process models (e.g. Petri nets). In this work we define these relations as logical relations and adopt logical Petri nets as the process model.
Logical Petri nets are extensions of Petri nets. They can fully exploit the relations between activities. The input/output of transitions is constrained by logical expressions. Compared with the general Petri nets, it can further improve the fitness and simplicity of complex models and alleviate the state space explosion problem. In [18] , for a process mining problem of complex systems, a logical transition mining method is proposed, which can correctly describe the complex relationships between activities.
Therefore, we propose an effective method based on the logical Petri net to add new activities to the model and judge the logical relations between activities. This paper has the following contributions:
(1) In order to determine deviations in a process model, we redefine the order relations among activities. These order relations are described by a ladder matrix, and the deviations between event logs and an original model can be easily obtained according to the ladder matrix. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews some basic concepts of Petri nets and event logs. To find the deviations, the concepts of ladder matrix and deviation matrix are defined in Section III. Section IV presents a new approach to repair a model when new activities have logic concurrent or logic causal relations with the original activities. Experiment results are given in Section V. Section VI concludes this work.
II. PRELIMINARIES
Petri net is a tool for system analysis and modeling, and is widely used in many fields. It is convenient for describing sequence, concurrency, conflict, and synchronization of behaviors in a system. Petri net can describe both the system's structure and operation. This section briefly introduces the basic concepts of multiple sets, event logs, pre-sets, post-sets, Petri nets [19] - [24] , [27] - [33] , logical Petri nets [25] , [26] , and process trees [34] .
Definition 1 (Multiple Set): Let S be a set. A multi-set D over S is a function D: S→N + , where N + represents a set of positive integers. B(S) denotes the set of all multi-sets over S. VOLUME 6, 2018 Definition 2 (Traces and Event Logs): Let A be the set of all activities. σ ∈ A * denotes a trace. An event log denoted by L ∈ B(A * ) is a multi-set over traces. &(σ ) denotes the set of all activities in σ .
Definition 3 (Element Position): Let S be a set and v = (a 1 , a 2 , · · · , a n ) be a vector of S, where a i ∈ S,
Definition 4 (Pre-Set and Post-Set): N = (P, T ; F) is a net where P is a finite set of places, T is a finite set of transitions, and F is the set of follow relations over N . For x ∈ P ∪ T , we have 
a) T I denotes the set of logic input transitions, and for ∀t ∈ T I , the input place of t is affected by the logic input function f I (t); b) T O denotes the set of logic output transitions, and for ∀t ∈ T O , the input place of t is affected by the logic output function f O (t); c) T D denotes the set of classical transitions in a Petri net; (3) F ⊆ (P × T ) ∪ (T × P) is a set of finite arcs; (4) I is a mapping from a logic input to a logic input function, and for ∀t ∈ T I , I (t) = f I (t); (5) O is a mapping from a logic output to a logic output function, and for Definition 7 (Process Tree): Let A be a set of all activities. Notation ⊕ represents a given operator set, and τ is called an invisible transition, where (1) a ∈ A ∪ {τ } is a process tree; and
is also a process tree. The operator set ⊕ includes four types of operators: →, ×, ∧, and . → represents the sequential relation among PT 1 -PT n , which denotes that they occurs in sequence;
× represents the choice relation among PT 1 -PT n , which denotes that only one of them can occur; ∧ represents the concurrent relation among PT 1 -PT n , which denotes that all of them occur; represents the loop relation among PT 1 -PT n , and if PT 1 is the loop body (i.e., the part that can be repeated many times), then PT 2 -PT n (n ≥ 2) is the loop back path (i.e., the path which can go back to the loop body).
III. LADDER MATRIX AND DEVITATION MATRIX
As the environment changes, the actual process may change. Therefore, we need to extract relevant information of the process from event logs, so as to complete the monitoring, analysis and improvement of the process, and enhance business management of enterprises. This section proposes a method for identifying the location of deviations based on a ladder matrix when there are differences between event logs and a process model.
A. LADDER MATRIX
In order to analyze event logs effectively, we need to extract information from logs and analyze the order relations of activities in event logs. From [35] , we extend the order relations between event logs to get a deviation matrix by comparing the logs with the model.
Definition 8 (Extended Order Relations):
Let L be an event log over A, i.e., L ∈ B(A * ). σ ∈ L is a trace in an event log, and a, b ∈ &(σ ). Then the order relations between a and b are as follows:
(1) Adjacent relation >: a>b if there is a trace 
Notation L > denotes all pairs of the activities with adjacent relations in L. L → contains all pairs of the activities with classic casual relations in L, e.g., activity b is followed by activity a, but a is never followed by b in L. L ⊗ denotes all pairs of the activities with logical casual relations in L, e.g., in trace σ 1 ∈ L: activities a and b have a classic casual relation, activities b and c have classic casual relation, but they are in trace σ 2 ∈ L: activities a and c have a classic relation. L contains all pairs of the activities with classic concurrent relations in L, e.g., the relation between a and b is a classic concurrent relation, i.e., if a is executed, b will be executed in a same process instance. L ∨ denotes all pairs of the activities with logical concurrent relations in L, e.g., in two traces σ 1 , σ 2 ∈ L, we can conclude that the relation between a and b is classic concurrent relations, but at least one trace σ 3 ∈ L, contains one of a or b. L # contains all pairs of the activities with choice relations in L, e.g., the relation between a and b is choice relation, i.e., a and b cannot be executed in a same time. For ∀a, b ∈ A, there is a determined relation between a and b, e.g., a → b, a⊗b, a b, a∨b, or a#b. Notion |A| denotes the number of elements in set A.
After determining the relations between activities, we can use the ladder matrix to represent the relations in event log.
∈ {→, ⊗, , ∨, #} denotes the relation between the activities a i and a j in A.
In Definition 8, a log ladder matrix is another form of an event log. A log ladder matrix can express formally the information of an event log [36] . The relation of two activities can be obtained from event logs. For ∀L over A and a, b ∈ A, the relations between a and b can be a→b, a ⊗ b, a b, a ∨ b, or a#b. It will save a lot of time to use log ladder matrices than to use matrices. Because a log ladder matrix is a sparse upper triangular matrix that can compare less than half number of elements than a common matrix does.
If there is an event log , h a, d, c, b , e, f , g }, the extended order relations can be found as follow: {a→b, a→c, a→d, b→e, c→e, d→e, e⊗f , e→g, e→h, f →g, f →h, b c, b∨d, c ∨ d, g#h}. The log ladder matrix can be described as follow:
A log ladder matrix is obtained from an event log, and a model ladder matrix is obtained from a Petri net.
Definition 10 (Classic Model Ladder Matrix):
Let PN = (P, T ; F, M ) be a Petri net. S PN is a sequence of transitions that can be fired in 
[j] ∈ {→, ⊗, , ∨, #} denotes the relation between the activities t i and t j in T .
By comparing the log ladder matrix with the model ladder matrix, it is easy to detect differences between the log and the model. Before comparing the ladder matrices, we need to generate the ladder matrices at first according to the following algorithm.
In Algorithm 1, we need to use the activities that appear in a log as the rows and columns of the matrix at first, i.e., ld[n] records all activities appearing in the log. We can collect all follow relations in the log and map them to the matrix by Steps 2-6. By Steps 7-16, we can obtain all classic casual relations, and get all logical casual relations by Steps 17-22. We can record all classic and logical concurrent relations in the matrix by Steps 23-28 and Steps 29-34, respectively. All choice relations can be obtained by Steps 35-40. Finally, we obtain a log ladder matrix.
Similarly, a classic model ladder matrix LM C or a logical model ladder matrix LM P can be generated by the algorithm.
Theorem 1: Let LM C be a classic model ladder matrix of Petri net. For ∀t i ∈ T , we can decide the structure that t i belongs to according to the order relations between t i and some activities in LM C . For ∀t i ∈ T , there is an activity t j ∈ T such that (1) If t i #t j can be got from LM C , then t j belongs to a choice structure. (2) If t i t j can be got from LM C , then t j belongs to a classic concurrent structure. (3) If t i →t j can be got from LM C , then t j belongs to a sequential structure. Proof: We can get a LM C on the basis of Algorithm 1, and the relation between any two activities is recorded in LM C . So it can easily obtain the structure that t i belongs to according to the Definition 10 and Algorithm 1.
Example 1: Fig. 2 shows a Petri net model PN 1 . There is an event log L 1 = { a, b, c, g, d, h, e , a, b, g, c, d, f , a, c, b,  g, d, e , a, c, g, b, d, e , a, g, b, c, d, h, f , a, g, c, b, d, f ,  a, b, c, d, e , a, c, b, d , e }. Then we can get a log model matrix and a classic model ladder matrix according to extended order relations.
For L, the following extended order relations can be easily found.
(1) Adjacent relations >: , c), (c, b), (b, d), (d, e) L > = {(a, b), (a, c), (a, g), (b, c), (b, g), (c, b), (c, g) ,
The log ladder matrix of L is as follows.
Similarly, the classic model ladder matrix of PN 1 is as follows.
To compare the log ladder matrix and the model ladder matrix conveniently, new activities g and h are added to the classic model ladder matrix to make the two matrices have same dimensions.
B. DEVIATION MATRIX
The log ladder matrix and the model ladder matrix are obtained by Algorithm 1. By comparing the two matrixes, the difference between the log and the process model can be easily found. To compute the differences between two matrixes, we have the following concept.
Definition 12 (Deviation Matrix): Let LM L and LM C be the ladder matrix of the log and model, respectively. Then
) n×n is a deviation matrix with n = |A|, where
.
[j] denotes the relation between a i and a j in log ladder matrix. In the paper, we assume that the number of activities in the model is less than those in the log. LM D stores the order relations in the log but not in the model, so LM D records the deviations between the log and the model. The following algorithm gives the method to generate the deviation matrix.
Algorithm 2 Deviation Matrix Computation
Input: LM L and LM C Output: Deviation matrix LM D // A denotes the set of all activities in an event log, and T contains all transitions in a Petri net. Proof: 
The deviation matrix records the differences between the log and the model, and the position of deviations can be determined according to the deviation matrix. In Example 2, the order relations of activities g, h and other activities is stored in the deviation matrix. Therefore, g and h are new activities, which should be added to the original model.
IV. MODEL REPAIR BASED ON LOGICAL PETRI NETS
After the deviation matrix is obtained, the model can be repaired. When there appears ''∨'' or ''⊗'' in the deviation matrix, we need to find the logical relations among model's transitions. This section gives the definitions and algorithms for repairing models based on logical Petri net when new activities are added to the actual process and the relations between the new and the original activities are ''∨'' or ''⊗''.
There are two possibilities for adding a new activity. When the relation between the new and the original activity is ''∨'', it is necessary to add the new activity as a branch to the model and form a logical concurrent relation with the original activity. When the relation between the new and the original activity is ''⊗'', the new activity is inserted directly after the original activity. Then, according to the mining algorithm in [16] , we can get the fired conditions of transitions, and the input and output functions of logical transitions are obtained.
A. FINDING CONCURRENT RECOGNITION PAIRS
When we want to add new activities with ''∨'' to the model, we need to decide whether there are concurrent structures in a Petri net. We can find them according to the Definition 7 which provides the information of structures and transitions of the process model. Fig. 3 shows the process tree of PN 1 denoted by PT 1 .
If a process model has a concurrent structure, the corresponding process tree has a node ''∧''. Then, all leaf nodes of ''∧'' can be obtained. In Fig. 3 , we can find concurrent transitions such as b and c. Here, we use N.child to represent all leaf nodes of N . According to the process tree, we can find the nodes of the concurrent structure and all leaf nodes. By combining with the Petri net, the initial and final transitions of concurrent structures can be found. Given the above the definitions, the aim of following algorithm is to identify the set of concurrent recognition pairs and the set of concurrent transitions.
According to Algorithm 3, we know the concurrent recognition pair of PN 1 is (a, d) , and the concurrent transitions of
B. CLASSIFING NEW ACTIVITIES
In a real business process, there may be many new activities occurring in same structure, so the following algorithm
Algorithm 3 To Generate the Set of Concurrent Recognition Pairs CRPS and the Set of Concurrent Transitions L[crp]
Input: Non-leaf node N of process tree PT denoted by PN,
CT 
C. MODEL REPAIR
After classifying all new activities, we obtain a more realistic model. We now use the following algorithm to add the new activities into the process model. Algorithm 5 changes a classic Petri net model to a logical Petri net model by adding new activities to the model and judging the logical relations between activities according to [18] . If there are concurrent structures in the original model, the new activity is added to a concurrent structure according to C crp ; otherwise, the new activity is added according to the T osa forming a concurrent structure. Other new activities are inserted into the original model based on the C s .
Algorithm 4 Classify New Activities
Input: Deviation matrix LM D , concurrent recognition pairs crp, the set of transitions T Output: The set of concurrent structure new activities C crp , the set of other structure new activities T osa , the set of logical casual new activities C s 1.
break; 10. else 11.
T According to the previous examples, we can be sure that g and h are the new activities, C (a,d) = {g}, and logical casual relations set C s = {(d, h)} and CT [(a, d)] = {b, c}. The relation between pre-set(post-set) places of original transitions with a concurrent structure is ''∧'', the relation between pre-set(post-set) places of new and original transitions with a concurrent structure is ''∨'', and the relation between pre-set places of new and original transitions with a logical casual relation is ''⊗''. Here, the logic output function is O(a) = (P 2 ∧ P 3 ) ∨ P 8 , O(d) = P 6 ⊗ P 10 , and the logic input function is I (d) = (P 4 ∧ P 5 ) ∨ P 9 . By Algorithm 5, we can get the repaired model as shown in Fig. 4 .
The model repaired by the Fahland's method [14] and the Goldratt's method [15] are shown in Figs. 5 and 6, respectively. The repaired model by our approach in Fig. 4 is more simple and precise than the other two methods. It can be seen from the figure that the repaired models by Fahland's method and the Goldratt's method contain self-loops, which will cause some activities to repeat and reduce the precision of the model. Our method adds new activities as branches to the corresponding structure, or insert into sequential structure, and there is no self-loop, which improves the precision of the model.
V. SIMULATION EXPERIMENTS
This section conducts simulation experiments and comparative analysis. The event logs and process model used in the experiment are derived from a hospital. The model repaired by Fahland's method is implemented in VOLUME 6, 2018 the Process Mining Toolkit ProM 6.6, available from http://www.promtools.org/prom6/. The model repaired by Goldratt's method is implemented in the DOS window.
A. MODEL AND DATA FOR EXPERIMENTS
Taking the hospital gastrointestinal diagnosis and treatment process as an example, the model is mined on the basis of the original event log, and the Petri net shown in Fig. 7 is obtained. The process model of diagnosing and treating on patients with gastric cancer is described as follows: patients could consult without reservation. However, they still need to register. On the other hand, patients can reserve by network for seeing a doctor. After reserving, they need to get a reservation number. Then, doctors call their number by order. Next, the patients visit the outpatient to make inquiry to a doctor. After inquiry, the patients go to have a gastroscopy and ask the doctor to check the result. If patients have no gastrointestinal illness, then they can leave the hospital. Otherwise, further examination is required in the department of gastroenterology. X-ray scans, CT scans, and NMR are made before patients go to the gastrointestinal care clinic to develop a treatment plan. Then they should go to the surgery clinic to prepare a surgery. Prior to the surgery, the patient needs to perform an ECG, laboratory testing, and consult with the doctor. Then patients are admitted to hospital and surgery is executed. Finally, patients are discharged.
In order to conduct and analyze our experiment, we use 12 real-life event logs (L 1 -L 12 ) from a hospital, the number of traces ranges from 106 to 2036 for these event logs, and the event logs can be accessible at https://pan.baidu.com/s/1 OdSFElf8xO1hgeEZRiOZzg. Note that the event logs are in the XES format. A total number of 12 groups of event logs of different lengths are selected to repair the process model. Table 1 shows the 12 groups of event logs obtained by filtering cases with significant deviations from the model manually. Table 1 includes the total number of traces, the number of events, the number of activities, the length range of traces, and the total number of deviations in the traces.
For the process model, all traces can be replayed at the beginning. However, with the extension of actual process, some new activities that are not allowed in the original model occur. For example, patients may go to the clinic for consultation before registered, patients can also 
do gastrointestinal color ultrasound when doing gastroscopy. In addition, patients may also choose to have abdominal ultrasound when going to the gastroenterology department for further examination. In the surgery outpatient, patients need to do blood routine and biochemical set except the ECG and laboratory testing. So it is necessary to add new activities to the original model and find the logical relations between activities to complete the model repair.
B. MODEL REPAIRED EXPERIMENTS BASED ON LOGIC PETRI NETS
This sub-section compares and analyzes the repaired models generated by our proposed method, the Fahland's method, and the Goldratt's method, respectively. The idea of the Fahland's method is to use the alignment to discover the deviations between activities in the log and transitions in the model, so the unfitted sub-logs can be obtained. Then we use an inductive algorithm to mine sub-process. Finally, the sub-process is added as a self-loop to the appropriate place in the original model. The idea of Goldratt's method is to add a single activity as a self-loop to the original model according to different constraint conditions. The repaired models obtained by these two methods have a high fitness, that is, most traces in the event log can be replayed in the repaired model. However, due to the appearance of self-loop, some activities are allowed to repeat multiple times, resulting in poor precision of the repaired model.
We carry out the experiment by using the model in Fig. 7 and event logs in Table 1 . The repaired model by the Fahland's method, the Goladratt's method, and our proposed method are shown in Figs. 8-10 , respectively. Fig. 8 23 and t 2 which is an original transition is ''⊗'', so the logical relation needs to be added between t 23 and t 2 . We can add a new place point to t 23 forming the precursor transition t 2 , and t 23 point to the successor of t 2 . The logical output function can be constructed. We can obtain the logical output function which is O(t 2 ) = p 3 ⊗ p 25 . The new transition t 24 has a logical concurrent relation with the original transition t 8 , and t 8 is not in a concurrent structure. So t 24 is added as a branch to the original model, and the two transitions have same pre transition t 7 and post transition t 9 . Transitions t 8 and t 24 form a concurrent structure, and we can obtain that the logic output function and the input function are respectively O(t 7 ) = p 7 ∨ p 26 , I (t 9 ) = p 8 ∨ p 27 . The new transition t 25 has logical concurrent relations with the original transitions t 12 -t 14 , which belong to a concurrent structure. Their concurrent recognition pair is (t 10 , t 15 ), so t 25 should be added as a concurrent branch to the process model, and the logical functions among them are O(t 10 ) = (P 10 ∧ P 11 ∧ P 12 ) ∨ P 28 and I (t 15 ) = (P 13 ∧ P 14 ∧ P 15 ) ∨P 29 . Similarly, we can also add the new transitions t 26 , t 27 into the model in the same way. The logical functions are O(t 16 ) = (P 17 ∧ P 18 ) ∨ P 31 ∨ P 32 and I (t 19 
In Fig. 10 , the model repaired by our approach, basically keeps the structure of the original model. By judging which structure the new activity belongs to, it is inserted into the right location in the model. There is no self-loop in the repaired model, which increases the precision of the model.
C. MODEL EVALUATION
We compare our approach with the two existing approaches, i.e., Fahland's approach [14] and Golaratt's approach [15] , and make a comparative analysis of the fitness, precision and simplicity. In the paper, the process models of the three methods are compared by using different amounts of event logs.
The fitness is the most important index to evaluate the quality of the process model. The higher the fitness is, the more traces the model can replay in the log, and the higher the model quality is. As can be seen from Fig. 11 , the process VOLUME 6, 2018 model repaired by the three methods has high fitness. After the repair of our method and Fahland's method, the fitness of the model remains at a high level. Compared with the two methods, the fitness of Goldratt's method is slightly lower, because some traces cannot be completely replayed in the repaired model. Fig. 12 shows the change of precision of the model repaired by the three methods. The more precise the model is, the less trace the model generates outside the given event log and the higher the model quality. Because the Fahland's method and the Goldratt's method add new activities to the model as self-loops, new activities can be replayed indefinitely, thus reducing the precision of the model. By determining the location of the new activities and adding them to the original model, the precision of the repaired model by our method, can still be maintained at a relatively high value. This is similar for different amounts of event logs. Simplicity means that the process model needs to be as simple as possible. We compare three method's simplicity according to the main criteria: the number of additional places, the number of transitions, the number of invisible transitions, and the number of arcs. Compared with the original model in Fig. 7 , Table 2 shows the number of places, transitions, invisible transitions, and arcs added to the repaired model by the three methods, respectively. Compared with the original model in Fig. 7 , because the Fahland's method can mine multiple sub-processes, those are added to the model as self-loops and invisible transitions are added to complete concurrent execution of activities. The number of invisible transitions and arcs added to the Fahland's method are 19 and 70, respectively. Goldratt's method adds a single activity as a self-loop to the model, and the number of added transitions and arcs are respectively 10 and 22. Our method inserts new activities into the model according to different conditions, instead of inserting them in a form of self-loops, so the number of added arcs is 19.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In the paper, we propose a model repair method based on logical Petri nets when logical concurrent relations and logical causal relations appearing in the event log. Firstly, different relations between activities are defined, and then the log ladder matrix and model ladder matrix are generated according to these relations. By comparing them, the deviation matrix can be obtained to determine whether there are any new activities. When new activities occur and there are logical concurrent or casual relations between the new and the original activities, the new activities of different relations are classified. Then, we repair the model based on the logic Petri net, add new activities to the appropriate positions, and judge the logical relations between the activities. The model repaired by our approach, is more precise to reflect the actual business process, and can reduce the complexity of the model. We compare our method with other methods through analyzing hospital disease diagnosis data. The validity and correctness of our method are illustrated, and the repaired model has higher fitness and precision. This paper considers two special relations between activities. We will explore other logical relations between activities and propose some methods to repair the process models based on the logical Petri net. In the future, we will also conduct process mining by using some other extended Petri nets [37] , [38] .
